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We would like to take this opportunity to thank you so much for choosing DISCOVERY INN & SUITES as
your “home away from home.”  Please know that we value you as our guest, and our goal is to ensure

that your stay with us is to your utmost satisfaction.

What does June have in store for us? Well, mothers had their day in May, so fathers have their boon in
June! Yes, that’s right, June 20th is Father’s Day! Even though Mother’s Day always seems to get more
attention than Father’s Day, fathers are nothing to sneeze at. Fathers make some serious sacrifices for
their families. They often go to work to keep the family going, when I’m sure they’d trade it all in to spend
more quality time with their family. So, we’re gonna celebrate all those fathers out there in this newsletter
by giving them all the attention they deserve. One thing that is so awesome about working here at
DISCOVERY INN & SUITES is that it is run by a family headed by a father, Mr. Patel, or Mr. P as we fondly
call him, who is way heads and way shoulders above most fathers (and managers). Always thoughtful,
always truthful, and always “too full” of himself sometimes 😉, Mr. P is one father (and manager) that
family members and hotel employees (BOTH) treasure and treat with so much respect, as he treats us so
much the same!💜💙💚💛🧡

At DISCOVERY INN & SUITES, we offer our guests the best in affordability, comfort and care. We hope
you will find that our rooms are most accommodating, as they have been recently remodeled to offer the
most up-to-date interior design and decorum. Our housekeepers and front desk clerks welcome each and
every guest with a smile; they are here to provide you with the best in care so you can relax and unwind

in the luxury of your room.

“Let no one of love be immune....in June!!!!”

Have a wonderful stay with us!
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“DISCOVER” FATHER’S DAY SUDOKU
Sudoku is usually a fun and challenging puzzle with numbers, but this one will test you
sudoku-style with letters! If you get “stumped on sudoku,” you might need to surf and

search the web for those sudoku secrets! 😜

Did you do it all up sudoku style? And did a father do it? In celebration of Father’s Day,
all you fathers, bring in the completed sudoku puzzle to the front desk and enjoy a free

can of soda from our mart! It’s the least we can do for all you fathers do for all your
families!



“DISCOVER” THE BEST AND THE WORST DADS
EVER!
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When it comes to fathers, you gotta take the good with the bad! Here is a list of famous fathers, some you’ll wish
you could hold by their thumb as in the above picture and some you’ll be eternally grateful never your heart and
their thumb did meet:

BEST DADS EVER! WORST DADS EVER!

MARK TWAIN: Twain had three daughters
during his 34-year marriage. Though he
doted on all his children, Twain was
particularly close with his oldest, Susy, who
shared his love of acting and writing. When
she died of meningitis as a young woman in
1896, Twain fell into a deep depression.😢

IVAN THE TERRIBLE: Ivan ruled as Czar of
Russia from 1533 until his death in 1584. It is
likely that his nine children suffered years of
abuse at his hands. In 1581 he beat his
pregnant daughter-in-law as punishment for
wearing revealing clothing, causing her to
miscarry. 😠

CHARLES DARWIN: The father of modern
evolutionary science was also a devoted dad
to 10 children, of whom two died in infancy.
He played a central role in raising and
educating his brood at a time when
childrearing was seen as women’s work. He
was the original “Mr. Mom,” I guess!😉

HEROD THE GREAT: This King of Judea
from 37 to 4 B.C. is remembered as an
ambitious but cruel and paranoid ruler who
infamously ordered the executions of several
members of his own family. These included
his second wife, his mother-in-law, his
brother-in-law and three of his sons.🤯

GOD: The Father of All Fathers, God of the
Bible is described as “compassionate and
gracious, slow to anger, abounding in love”
(Psalm 103:8) and a Father who “will never
leave you nor forsake you” (Hebrews 13:5).
When it comes to having a Good and Best
Father, I give you my word that you won’t find
a better father than God! 🥰

BING CROSBY: This beloved crooner is
believed to have “crooned and doomed”
much in the way of mental and physical
cruelty toward his son, Gary, as revealed in
Gary’s memoir "Going My Way." Gary was
the lone surviving son -- Lindsay and Dennis,
scarred by the old man, both shot
themselves in the head. 😐

FRED ROGERS: Aka “Mister Rogers,” I
didn’t need to do much research to find out
whether Rogers was a father of his own
children or not, because this “father” was one
of the greatest to each and every child who
got in front of the TV to watch Rogers’ PBS
show, “Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood.” Called
kind, gentle, good, and decent, Rogers
impacted generations of young children in all
the right and loving ways!😍

RYAN O’NEAL: It might only be a “paper
moon,” but in reality, this actor/father
knocked the teeth out of son Griffin's head
(he shot at Griffin once, too). And with
O’Neal’s Oscar-winning daughter, Tatum, he
made her snort cocaine so she'd lose weight
and when a depressed Tatum tried to slit her
wrists, O’Neal simply told her she'd cut the
wrong way! Unlike Tatum, Ryan never won
an Oscar, and I’m kinda glad about that! 😇
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We want to take this opportunity to thank you once again for your stay with us.  We hope you will

come back very soon!

Please visit our website at www.discoveryinnla.com to find out the latest “discoveries” here at the

hotel.  You can make reservations, see our current promotions, and learn all there is to know

about DISCOVERY INN & SUITES.

Don’t forget to drop us a few lines and/or make a review letting us know about your pleasurable

stay with us!
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Discovery Inn &Suites is located in the heart of Cajun Country near downtown Lafayette just minutes away from UL,
Acadian Village, Acadiana Mall, Lafayette Airport & other tourist attractions. We are a family-owned business run by a
family. We offer affordable, clean & comfortable accommodations. We are a pet-friendly facility, so you are welcome

to bring your companion for a modest fee. Each of our guest rooms offer complimentary High Speed Wireless
Internet Access (HSIA), free local phone calls, and satellite cable TV,  just to name a few. Let us be your home away

from home whether it be business or pleasure! Come stay with us, and we promise you will like us and want to come
back again and again!

DISCOVERY INN & SUITES

120 E. Kaliste Saloom Rd, Lafayette, LA 70508

Front Desk/Reservations: (337) 235-0858

Fax: (337) 232-8022

Email: info@discoveryinnla.com
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